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SPECIFICATION

Gaining machines

5 This invention relates to gaming machines by

means of which a user can play a game and de-

pending on the results of the game accumu^te a

credit value which preferably results in the ma-

rhinp Davinq out cash and/or tokens.

in The inSon .s applicable for example to de-
10

vices known a "amusement with pri*" machines,

e a those commonly known as "fruit machines

which incorporate symbo.-carrymg reeU.which, * e

durinq the playing of a game so as to alter in

15 a random or pseudo random manner the combine-

20 during th/piaying of a game, or a video display

screen which disp.ays simulatedI

reels^orothe

symbols such as playing cards. Patent Specif.ca

ion GB-A-21 17155. for example, descnbes a ma-

chine to which the present invention can be

"
Generally, when playing these types of ma-

chines a game can result in any of severa differ-

ent^ wins, and the value of each wm Le.

the credit accorded to the user on ach.eving the

30 win depends upon which of the winning results he

h s'acWeved The attractiveness of such mach.nes

t users depends to a large extent on the value*
;

of

L hinhest wins which can be achieved, and the

SfifSJK types of wins which can result

35 in such high values, for a given stake, nan at

tempt to increase their attractiveness fru it ma

chines in the past have been provided .vith a

• gamble" feature whereby after the user has

aSieved a winning result using the machine he

do San seTect either to collect his winnings, or to gam-

b e them o Part of them, which could result ,n h,s

wings' being either increased o, ^
lost entirely. This feature has proved

I WJ^J 1

is of limited value because .t ,s

J°
u
.^h

th

;a\^ns
45 are generally unwilling to gamble high-value wins,

to that in practice the gamble feature does not

provide any substantial increase in the maximum

wm vaL which a user would hope to receive
_

According to one aspect of the present invention,

50 the^reTprovided a gaming machine by means of

which a user can place a stake and play a game

The machi

S

n

e

e

r

being
P
operable to calculate and^credit

»o rh« mer a win value dependent on the results 01

he game. whTein the machine is selectively oper-

55 able before the results of the game
^

are made

known to the user, in a stake 9^b 'e

o7aftn; wjn
which the user's stake is gambled, so that the win^ calculation operation is^°«™*e re "

suits of both the game and the stake gamble

60 m
°p
a

e

e

ferab.y. the machine is arranged such that the

niaymg of a game can normally result in a user

achieving an? of a predetermined set o win val-

ues aTd
9
at le

V
ast some and preferably a. of these

65 win values are increased if the user selects the

amble mode and the gamble mode produces the

appropriate results. Thus, achieving the appropri-

ate result in the gamble mode may be equivalent

,o increasing the stake =f the gem* ployed^by xhe

70 machine, with a consequent increase in the poten

tial win values. This effect wiil

(erred to herein as a "stake increase ,
although it

wM be appreciated that not all the poten ,al win

values need be affected by such a stake increase,

75 ant. Sose that are affected need not be altered ,n a

consistent manner.

Although the following description will refer to

an arrangement in which a stake

achieved in the gamble mode, it will be appreci

80 ii thai the gamble mode could be
,
used or other

purposes. For example, an appropriate result in the

gamble mode may provide the user with one or

more free games. Alternatively, the free games

Z d 11 Provided in addition to the stake increase

85
"

the user may have the option of selecting either

a stake increase or one or more free games.

Although it would be possible for the machine to

be arranged such that the user can select the gem-

ote mode at any time until the result, o the game

90 are made known to the user, ,. ,s preferre
I
that the

arrangement be such that the user has to make h,s

decision as to whether or not to us. the^mbje

mode before the main game is started.

also the user is made aware of the results
;

o the

95 gamble mode before the mam game is started.

TWs is particularly desirable in a preferred embodi-

ment of the invention, in which the user can .f he

wishes, successively select the gamble mode and

£ which if the appropriate results are i»uccess.e.y

100 produced, successive stake increases
;

a « «h.eved.

One convenient arrangement for achieving the

features referred to above is to arrange for the ma-

chine to offer the user, at the beginning of a play

Z option of selecting the gamble mode or instead

105 Sating the game. If the user decide««ta
k* namft aiw win values which are achieved are

£SS?.
8

^ermined fixed stake, of for exam-

pie 10p. If instead the user selects the gamble

mode and achieves the appropriate result, he is

1 10 Sen again offered the option of selecting a gemble

mode or initiating the game, and if on this occa-

sion he selects the game any win values
.

are calcu-

lated on the basis of an increased stake of. e.g.

20P This procedure can be continued until a pre-

115 determined maximum effective stake is reached.
115 6TZ machine is arranged to allow successive

gamble options, it is preferably arranged so that

thTeffective stake increases in a regular manner if

ne gSle mode produces successive results of

120 the correct type. One possibility would be for the
12

ef e live stale" to be increased by a fixed value

each time. Another possibility would be or the

stake c fncrease by a fixed factor each time. e^g.

£ each effective slake to be double the preceding

125
°"lt'is a further preferred feature of the invention

that" the gamble mode does not PjJJ"^
which is effective to increase a potential win va.ue,

Zeo further opportunity to obtain a wi is pro-

130 videdI This can be regarded as a consolation tea-



ture so that the game does not necessar.ly result

in the user losing every time he falls to increase

his ef'sctive stake. The consolation feature can be

orovided every time the user fails to ach.eve the

5 correct type of result in the gamble mode, or only

a, certain times which may be selected random y

or pseudo-randomly. For example, the gamble fea-

ture may be capable of producing any of several

different results, only one of which is effective
,

to

10 increase ti; . stake, the other results having other

effects. One result may be that the user is allowed

to initiate the game using his original or a reduced

stake. In a fruit machine type game, another result

might cause one or more of the reels to spin, or

15 might allow the user to "nudge" one or more of

the reels. The user would then stand a chance of

obtaining a win value dependent upon the final po-

sitions of the reels. These features may be pro-

vided in dependence upon the symbols displayed

20 by the reels at the time the gamble mode ends. For

example, the gamble mode might result in the dis-

play of a symbol which corresponds in some man-

ner to a symbol displayed by a reel, and in this

case that reel, and only that reel, is spun or al-

25 lowed iu be nudged.

In an alternative embodiment, the consolation

feature is of an "accumulative" type, whereby the

user needs to obtain the consolation feature sev-

eral times before he can obtain a win. or alterna-

30 lively whereby the likilihood of obtaining a win

increases with the number of times the consolation

f is provided. Thus, if «he user repeatedly

fails to increase his stake using the gamble mode,

he becomes more likely to obtain a win using the

35 consolation feature. This increases the interest in

the game, particularly if the arrangement is such

that the desired outcome of the c-.mble mode var-

ies deDendino uoon what has happened in pre-

vious plays, so that in some circumstances trie

40 user may desire that his stake be increased but ,n

other circumstances he may desire that the conso-

lation feature be provided.

When an "accumulative" type of consolation fea-

ture is provided, it is desired that, if the gamble

45 mode results in a stake increase, the condition of

the machine be cleared so that the user has to

start afresh in accumulating consolation features in

order to increase the possibility of obtaining a win

in this manner. Alternatively, there may simply be

50 a decrease in the number of consolation features

effectively accumulated so far.

The machine may be arranged so that the value

of the consolation feature increases in accordance

with the number of successive preceding occasions

55 on which a user has successfully increased h.s

stake. For example, if on "accumulative type of

consolation feature is provided, a win could be

achieved by accumulating a "consolation count

of say, twelve. The machine could then be ar-

60 ranged so that, if the user successfully obtains a

single stake increase and then unsuccessfully uses

the gamble mode, the consolation count is in-

creased by two. If. on the other hand, the user suc-

cessfully increases his stake on four successive

65 occasions and then makes an unsuccessful at-

tempt, the consolation count is increased by four.

It is preferred that the machine have a display to

indicate the possible win values which can be

achieved depending upon whether or not the user

70 has been able to increase his effective stake using

the gamble mode. This may conveniently be in the

form of a table which, for each possible winning

result, lists those win values which can be

achieved at the various possible effective stakes.

75 An arrangement embodying the invention will

now be described by way of example with refer-

ence to the accompanying drawing, which shows a

gaming machine in accordance with the invention.

The specific embodiment to be described is a

80 version of the well-known "fruit machine". Many

examples of such machines are readily available,

and the way in which they operate is well-known

to those familiar with the art. The details of the

control circuitry of the present embodiment will

85 therefore not be described because various ways

of implementing appropriate control techniques,

whether using hard-wired logic or software tech-

niques, will be readily apparent to such a person.

The machine 2 has a vertical facia 4 and an in-

on alined facia 6. The facia 6 has five apertures R. four

of which reveal portions of the circumferences of

four reels 10 which are mounted for rotation about

a common horizontal axis. The.reels carry symbols

such as tho*e shown at 12 on their peripheries,

95 some of the symbols being visible through the ap-

ertures 8.

The machine can be played by inserting a coin

or a token through an appropriate one of the slots

14. .

100 After the user has inserted a coin or token, a

"permitted game" count is incremented by an

amount dependent on the value of the inserted

coin or token. This indicates the number of games

the user can play before a further coin or token has

105 to be inserted.
L „ T .

.

The user may then press a start button 16. This

causes the four reels 10 to spin. Ti.is .s preferably

achieved by using a stepper motor for each reel.

The reels then stop spinning, their final positions

110 being determined in a random or pseudo-random

manner. If the reels are positioned such that cer-

tain symbols are aligned along a win line 18, the

user is credited with a win value, which in this ma-

chine results in the paying out of coins in an

1 15 amount corresponding to the win value.

The vertical facia 4 carries a display 20 which

contains columns 22 in which are displayed the

possible winning combinations of symbols. There

is also a column 24 which displays the possible

120 win values associated with each winning combina-

tion when the game is played in the manner de-

scribed above.

Occasionally, a "hold" feature is provided

whereby the user is given the opportunity to press

125 one or more hold buttons 26, which will prevent

during the subsequent reel-spinning operation, the

spinning of each reel associated with a hold button

which has been pressed. There is a cancel button

28 for cancelling the selection of reels using the

130 hold buttons to permit a different selection before
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the reel-spinning operation.

The operation of the machine as duscnbed so far

is conven , ional. . .

The machine has a further reel 30 wh,ch is re-

5 feired to hereto as the slake gamble reel, which .s

Counted for rotation about the same axis as the

reels 10. and part of which can be seen[through

one of the apertures 8. The reel 30 could instead

be mounted about a different axis of rotat.on and

,0 indeed i. does r.r. even have to be .n prox.mity to

,h

The

e

re

S

J
0

30 is operated, as will be described, by

a "stake gamble" button 32.

Assuming that a coin or token has been inserted.

,5 then to begin a play the machine causes flashing

lights to illuminate the start button 16 and the

s?ake gamble button 32. to indicate to the user that

he has the choice of pressing the start button 16.

which would cause a game to be played
I

in the

20 manner described above, or pressing the gamble

button 32. , . on
If he chooses the latter option, the reel 30 is

spun and then stopped so that its final position is

determined in a random or pseudo-random n.an-

« -ar The rcc! 30 carries about its periphery a m.m-

"
ber'of "win" symbols 33. and a numberof "non-

win" symbols 34. Assuming that after the re. .30

Sops spinning, a win symbol 33 is aligned with he

win line 18, the machine 2 again causes the start

30 ZL 16 and stake gamble button 32 to be ...umi-

nated by flashing lights.

The user maS then press the start button 16 to

cause a game to be played by the spinning
i

of the

reels 10. If as a result of this the reels come to a

35 stoo with a winning combination of symbols on
35 Z w7n line 18. then the value paid out by the

chine 2 will be that indicated in a colun n 36 of the

display 20. instead of the corresponding value m

the column 24. In this particular embodiment. l.»e

40 values in the column 36 are all twice the corre

soonding values in the column 24. Assuming that

the fixed, normal stake for the machine 2 is lOp.

this means that the initial operation of the stake

oamble reel 30 and the resulting w.n achieved dur-

45 fng that operation has caused the effective stake to

be increased from 10p to 20p.

After the operation of the stake gamble reel 30. ,f

,he user had elected to operate the stake gamble

button 32 again, instead of the start button 16 the

50 stake gamble reel 30 would have spun again. If

again this results in a win symbol being aligned

with the win line 18. then the user is again pre-

sented with the option of pressing the button 32 or

Ihe button 16. If he presses the button 16 and

55 achieves a winning combmation o symbols on the

~cl- 1 0 the win value is select*! from a column

38 in which the values are three times those in the

column 24 so that the effective stake for that game

60

W
»tne

P
user repeatedly obtains a "win"

stake gamble reel 30. he can repeatedly choose to

spin the stake gamble reel 30 again instead of

pressing the start button 16 to commence the main

game. Each time he obtains a win on the stake

65 gamble reel 30. his effective stake is increased. The

possible win values for effective stakes of 40p, 50p

and 60p are shown in columns 40, 42 and 44. re-

spectively. If the user achieves an effect.ve stake

value of 60p. he is no longer permitted to spin the

/0 stake gamble reel 30. and must insteao press tne

start button 16 to commence the main game.

In order to indicate to the user his progress in

using the stake gamble reel 30. the machine may

be arranged to illuminate either the present effec-

75 tive stake value, the possible values being shown

in a row 46 of the display 20, and/or the Possible

win values for the present effective stake, which

are listed in a respective one of the columns 2h.

36, 38. 40. 42 and 44.

80 If the stake gamble reel 30 is spun "d a non-

winning symbol comes into alignment with the win

line 18 at the end of the spinning operation, the

machine could be arranged simply to terminate

that play, so that the user loses his stake.

85 In the present embodiment, however, a consola-

tion feature is provided. The machine is provided

with a consolation feature display 50 which com-

prises a line of arrows 52, each of which can be se-

lectively illuminated, and a random win value

90 disDlav 54.

The arrows 52 are illuminated in succession

starting with that furthermost from the random win

value display 54. One further arrow is """"nated

each time the spinning of the stake gamble reel 30

95 results in a non-winning symbol being in align-

ment with the win line 18. Thus, if this happens

eight times in succession all the arrows 52 will be

illuminated, and this will initiate a consolation pr.ze

feature, whereby various portions of the random

100 win display 54 are illuminated repeatedly in

succession for a random or pseudo random period,

and the user is then awarded either one of several

win values or a free game depending on which

portion of the display 54 remains illummateu at me

105 end of this operation. Then, the machine ceases o

illuminate all the arrows 52 so that the user must

start again to accumulate illuminated arrows, by

spinning the stake gamble reel 30 and obtaining .
on

the win line a non-winning symbol, before the con-

110 solation win is awarded.

If at a stage when one or more of the arrows 5Z

is illuminated, the stake gamble reel 30 is spun and

a winning symbol comes into alignment with the

win line 18, then all of the illuminated arrows

1 1 5 cease to be illuminated (or in an alternative em-

bodiment the last arrow to be illuminated ceases

to be illuminated) so that a greater number of

spins of the reel 30 resulting in non-winning sym-

bols on the win line 18 must be accumulated be-

120 fore the consolation win is provided.

In a modified embodiment, the number of ar-

rows 52 which are illuminated if a non-w.nn.ng

symbol 34 appears on the win line depends upon

the present effective stake value. Thus, a single

125 further arrow may be illuminated if the present ef-

fective stake is 10p. and four further arrows illumi-

nated if the present effective stake is 40p.

These arrangements are described merely by

way of example, and many other alternatives are

130 possible. For example, there may be a plurality of



different non-winning symbols on the reel 30, and

each may be associated with a different type of

symbol on the reels 10. If the reel 30 is spun, and a

non-winning symbol comes into alignment with

5 the win line 18. this could cause the sp.nn.ng of

any of the reels 10 which have correspond.ng sym-

bols on the win line 18. Alternatively, the mach.ne

could allow the user to "nudge", i.e. index any

such reel so that an adjacent symbol comes into

10 alignment -..th the win line 18.

In the arrangement described above, the effec-

live stake was increased by lOp each time the reel

30 was spun and a win symbol came into align-

ment with the win line 18. Instead, the effective

15 stake could be arranged to double each time. Fur-

ther there need not be any consistent relationship

between the possible win values. For example, the

increase in the effective stake may apply only to

some of the winning combinations of symbols, the

20 effective stake may change by different amounts

for different winning combinations, and the num-

ber of winning combinations to which an increase

in the effective stake applies may depend upon the

level of the effective stake. For example, there may

2S hR an absolute maximum win value, and it is pos-

"
si'ble that certain winning combinations will pro-

vide this win value irrespective of the effective

St

uTthe embodiment described above, the user al-

30 ways had the option of pressing the stake gamble

button 32 or the start button 16. In an alternate

embodiment, the machine is arranged so that on

certain occasions the user is not given this option,

and instead the spinning of the stake gamble reel

35 30 is required. This may happen on random or

oseudo-random occasions, or predetermined occa-

sions. For example, at the beginning of a game the

user may be required to spin the stake gamb e reel

30 any further spins being optional. Indeed, he

40 machine could be arranged so that the use of the

stake gamble reel 30 is never optional.

If desired, an additional, conventional "gamble

mode could be provided, whereby the user may be

allowed to perform a gambling operation arter he

45 has achieved a win by spinning the.reels 10 in an

attempt to increase the win value. This additional

gamble mode could be carried out using the same

reel 30 as is used in the s:ake gamble mode

In the above embodiment, the stake gamble op-

50 eration was carried out using a reel. However, this

is not necessary; instead, the operation could be

carried out using a rotating disc, or a completely

different form of display such as sequentially flash-

ing lights, a video display, etc.

55 The invention is applicable to any type of gam-

ing machine, irrespective of whether the mach.ne

pays out cash and/or tokens, and indeed is applica-

ble to a machine in which no paying out operation

occurs at all. and instead a winner simply accumu-

60 lates a credit count.

CLAIMS

1 A gaming machine by means of which a user

65 can place a stake and play a game, the mach.ne

being operable to credit to the user a win value if a

winning game result is achieved, wherein the ma-

chine is also selectively operable to carry out an

additional gambling.operation on the user's stake.

70 and wherein the win value for said winning game

result is dependent on whether or not a winning

stake gambling operation has taken place before

the user is informed of the winning game result.

2. A machine as claimed in claim 1. including

75 means whereby a user can instruct the machine to

carry out the stake gambling operation.

3. A machine as claimed in claim 1 or claim 2.

the machine being selectively operable to carry out

a plurality of successive stake gambling opera-

80 tions, the win value for said winning game result

being dependent upon how many winning stake

gambling operations have taken place before the

user is informed of the winning game result.

4. A machine as claimed, in any preceding

85 claim, wherein the machine is operable to credit to

the user different win values in dependence on
'

which of a plurality of different winning game re-

sults is achieved, each win value being dependent

upon whether a winning stake gambling operation

90 has taken place before the user is informed of the

respective winning game result.

5. A machine as claimed in claim 4, the ma-

chine being operable to display each of the win

values which can be credited to the user in re-

95 sponse to achieving each of the winning game re-

sults.

6. A machine as claimed in any preceding

claim, wherein the machine is arranged to inform

the user of the results of the stake gambling opera-

100 tion before commencing the game.

7. A machine as claimed in any preceding

claim, the machine being arranged to inform the

user of winning game results by displaying sym-

bols of a first type, and being operable to inform

105 the user of a winning stake gamble operation by

displaying a symbol of a second type.

3. A machine as claimed in claim 7. including a

common display device which is operated for the

playing of the game and for the stake gambling

1 10 operation and which is arranged to display both

tyoes of symbols.
.

9 A machine as claimed in claim 7, including a

first display device operated for the playing of the

game for displaying the first type of symbols, and

115 a second display device which is operated for the

stake gambling operation and which displays the

second type of symbols.

10. A machine as claimed in any preceding

claim the machine being operable to inhibit the

120 achieval of a winning game result in response to a

non-winnino stake gambling operation.

11 A machine as claimed in claim 10, wherein

the machine is operable to inhibit the playing of a

game in responSe to the non-winning stake gam-

125 ble operation.

12. A machine as claimed in claim 10 or 1 l.

wherein the machine is operable to permit a fur-

ther opportunity to obtain a win value in response

to a non-winning stake gambling operation.

130 13. A machine as claimed in claim 12, wherein
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lha further opportunity is
,0 -

plurality of non-winning stake gambling opera

,i0

,

n
a
S

'

A marhin. as claimed in any preceding

5 claim, having symbol-bearing reels which are spun

^rX^SSK substantially as herein

described with reference to the accompanymg

drawing.
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